This collection features more than 4,300* e-books ranging from introductory texts for undergraduate coursework to more complex and detailed works for advanced students and scholars. Also included are support materials for student teachers and professionals working in K-12 and higher education classrooms, covering topics from curriculum building to student behavior and dynamics.

*Total e-books vary by region; please contact us for a title list.

Why Subscribe to EBSCO eBooks:

1. Low Price for a Large Volume of High-Quality E-Books
2. Curated by EBSCO Collection Development Librarians
3. Unlimited User Access with No Turnaways
4. New E-Books Added Regularly at No Additional Cost
5. Optimized Search and Read Experience
6. Complimentary MARC Records
7. Support Acquisition Decisions with Access to Usage Data and Reports
Gain Access to E-Books Across Many Subjects Including:

- Education of Special Classes of Persons
- Educational Psychology
- Higher Education
- History of Education
- School Administration
- School Management and Discipline
- Social Aspects of Education
- Teaching Principles and Practice

Top Academic Publishers, University Presses, and Leading Professional Organizations Including:

- Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development (ASCD)
- Corwin Press
- Harvard University Press
- McGraw-Hill Education
- Rowman & Littlefield Publishing
- Sense Publishers
- Stylus Publishing
- Taylor & Francis
- University of California Press

Popular Titles Included in the Education E-Book Subscription Collection:

1. Being at Home Race, Institutional Culture and Transformation at South African Higher Education Institutions
2. Bringing Montessori to America: S. S. McClure, Maria Montessori, and the Campaign to Publicize Montessori Education
3. Connected Play: Tweens in a Virtual World
4. For the Common Good: A New History of Higher Education in America
5. Improbable Scholars: The Rebirth of a Great American School System and a Strategy for America's Schools
6. Inside Graduate Admissions: Merit, Diversity, and Faculty Gatekeeping
7. Latino Access to Higher Education: Ethnic Realities and New Directions for the Twenty-first Century
8. Organizing Enlightenment: Information Overload and the Invention of the Modern Research University
10. Republic of Noise: The Loss of Solitude in Schools and Culture
11. Ruling by Schooling Quebec: Conquest to Liberal Governmentality - a Historical Sociology
12. The Education of Selves: How Psychology Transformed Students
13. The Faculty Factor: Reassessing the American Academy in a Turbulent Era
14. The Hungry Mind: The Origins of Curiosity in Childhood
15. The Real School Safety Problem: The Long-Term Consequences of Harsh School Punishment

For a complete title list, please contact an EBSCO representative.

You May Also Be Interested in: EBSCO Audiobooks
Audiobooks enable young listeners and reluctant readers to experience stories or subjects they might not otherwise attempt in print.

Ask your EBSCO representative for more information.